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Abstract

This paper presents illumination analyses using the latest Earth-based radar digital elevation model (DEM) of the lunar south pole and an independently developed analytical tool. These results enable the optimum sizing of solar/energy storage lunar surface power systems since they quantify the timing and durations of illuminated and shadowed periods. Filtering and manual editing of the DEM based on comparisons with independent imagery were performed and a reduced resolution version of the DEM was produced to reduce the analysis time. A comparison of the DEM with lunar limb imagery was performed in order to validate the absolute heights over the polar latitude range, the accuracy of which affects the impact of long range, shadow-casting terrain. Average illumination and energy storage duration maps of the south pole region are provided for the worst and best case lunar day using the reduced resolution DEM. Average illumination fractions and energy storage durations are presented for candidate low energy storage duration south pole sites. The best site identified using the reduced resolution DEM required a 62 hr energy storage duration using a fast recharge power system. Solar and horizon terrain elevations as well as illumination fraction profiles are presented for the best identified site and the data for both the reduced resolution and high resolution DEMs compared. High resolution maps for three low energy storage duration areas are presented showing energy storage duration for the worst case lunar day, surface height, and maximum absolute surface slope.

I. Introduction

Continuing interest in the southern lunar polar region as a location for long-term manned activities has made it important to accurately quantify the amount of solar illumination that can be expected for surface operations. The sizing of various spacecraft systems, particularly power/energy storage systems, are key drivers in the mass feasibility of lunar architectures. Unmanned assets, including landers and rovers, require illumination data for proper sizing. Due to the low Sun angles near the poles, especially during the worst case sizing winter period, it is important to include topographic effects in any assessment of illumination. The large number of craters and mountains result in random-appearing, time-varying shadowing onto potential sites. Although prior analysts have focused on average illumination estimates using spacecraft imagery, these are of limited value to designers. It is the knowledge of the maximum shadow period duration that dictates the energy storage size, a large power system mass contributor. Assessing this duration requires the characterization of the illumination profile at each operational site.

Prior papers (refs. 1 and 2) by the author reviewed past data and analyses relevant to the topic of lunar illumination. These papers documented illumination analyses for the lunar north and south pole using radar-derived (from terrestrial radar) lunar digital elevation models (DEM), combined radar/stereo-imagery-derived DEMs, and filtered versions of both to remove various processing artifacts. Illumination analysis software developed at NASA Glenn Research Center was described in these papers. This paper discusses results using a new DEM (a ‘preliminary’ version dated March 13, 2008) based on 2006 Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR) data (refs. 3 to 6). This DEM has a number of beneficial aspects compared to the prior 1997 radar DEM, namely, better spatial and height resolution and quantified height error for each areal element. Finer surface resolution enables better quantification of illumination and permits an assessment of the surface slope and traversal pathways required to determine accessibility of highly illuminated sites. Better height resolution increases the
quality of illumination predictions, while a quantified height error enables an improved method of filtering erroneous data (the result of processing errors). In this paper, since height error filtering seemed inadequate for some locations in the DEM, key shadow casting terrain was compared with existing imagery in order to validate and correct specific height data. Although this new DEM, with some adjustments, is taken to be the new baseline, it still has missing data, due to radar blockage by terrain, which must eventually be addressed by merging with other DEMs in order to perform a comprehensive illumination analysis. This paper also briefly discusses lunar limb comparisons that were performed to validate the baseline DEM data absolute heights, the accuracy of which plays a large role on long distance shadow casting.

II. Past Work

Imagery analysis to produce average illumination maps (i.e., overlaying images taken by a spacecraft of a region over a time period) has been performed by prior researchers using Clementine spacecraft imagery for a period of time relatively close to the lunar south pole worst case winter period. The limitations of this work, described in reference 1, include spatial and temporal resolution limits, lack of imagery during the worst case lunar day, and the inability of showing an illuminated site when the sun angle is at or below the zero elevation angle (i.e., the site surface is horizontal to the Sun’s rays). Similar imagery analysis work is being performed using SMART-1, whose data covers a much larger time-frame (ref. 7). The main finding for the lunar south pole from SMART-1 work is an area with permanent illumination during the summer period (not the worst case winter period). This may be of interest should missions be short term (less than 6 months) rather than permanent.

Reference 1 described lunar north and south pole region DEMs developed by Margot, et al. (refs. 8 and 9) and the potential inaccuracy/error and missing data (due to blockage of the radar beam by lunar terrain and areas outside the beam coverage) in those models. Because a terrestrially-based lunar polar radar DEM does not cover the entire lunar surface (especially the far side of the Moon), potentially-key shadow casting terrain would not be represented. Reference 2 showed that merging a DEM generated using Clementine stereo-imagery (refs. 10 to 12) with the 1997 radar DEM increased the terrain coverage, but did not affect the horizon terrain elevation results significantly for long-range shadow casting terrain (>20 km from 1997 radar DEM sites), except for sites near the edge of the 1997 radar DEM data. However, a negative side-effect in merging the DEMs was that local shadow casting terrain (<20 km from 1997 radar DEM sites) contributed from the stereo-imagery DEM caused large differences in analysis results for particular sites. This is the result of absolute height mismatches between the two DEMs for specific areal elements. More work is needed to determine the optimum method of merging these two differently obtained and referenced DEMs. For this paper, only the 2006 JPL GSSR DEMs are presented, with no merging of the 1997 radar DEM (to address radar imaging angle differences) or the Clementine stereo-imagery DEM (to cover regions outside the radar swath).

III. Analysis Methods

The analytical tool used in this paper to calculate the blockage of the Sun at a lunar site by terrain defined using a DEM is described in references 1 and 2. Analyses in those references used as the baseline a 1997 radar DEM of the lunar polar regions. This paper used a new terrestrial-based radar DEM developed by JPL from 2006 lunar south pole GSSR measurements (refs. 3 to 6). The new DEM provided an areal element resolution of 40 by 40 m and a reported height accuracy of 5 m. Generation of illumination maps of the entire polar region at such a high resolution was too time consuming for this paper (the entire 2006 DEM is 22000 by 12448 areal elements), so a reduced resolution DEM (600 by 600 m) was derived from it so maps could be generated for the polar region. Although an entire polar region map using the high resolution DEM could not be generated, specific areal elements (sites) could be analyzed and compared with the reduced resolution data, and maps of subset regions/areas with low energy storage durations could be generated.
Preliminary examination of illumination results using the 2006 GSSR DEM showed that filtering, similar to that needed with the DEMs in the prior papers, was required. Namely, there were erroneously appearing high areal elements and small regions of discontinuously high points which caused dramatic shadowing, especially near the critical Shackleton Crater rim region. The 2006 GSSR DEM dataset was accompanied by corresponding height error and radar backscatter magnitude datasets. It was observed that the unusual topography, shown in images rendered using the 2006 GSSR DEM which did not correspond to images from Lunar Orbiter, Clementine, Kaguya, or ground based telescopes, seemed to correspond to low backscatter magnitudes and high height errors. The most appropriate filter was to delete each areal element with height error greater than 25 m. This value was ascertained by trial-and-error in order to eliminate obviously incorrect high terrain within the Shackleton Crater. In addition to this height error filtering, unusually high plateau-like terrain which caused significant shadowing of the Shackleton Crater rim had to be independently checked for validity since it had not been previously observed either within images or other DEMs. It was confirmed, after careful comparisons, that this terrain was erroneous. Figure 1 shows two comparison images from the spacecraft Kaguya (ref. 13) with an adjacent image (in the middle) of a rendered 2006 GSSR DEM terrain segment near Shackleton Crater. The upper and lower images are copyrighted by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK); the upper image was taken by Kaguya’s high definition television (HDTV) on November 7, 2007, Japan Standard Time (JST) and the lower image was taken by Kaguya’s HDTV on December 4, 2007, JST. The circled area in the middle image shows the suspect terrain which, due to its proximity to the primary potential operations sites on Shackleton Crater rim, was causing a great deal of additional shadowing. Note that this viewpoint is from the anti-Earth side of the Moon, thus less DEM data coverage results in precipitously appearing drop-offs or cliffs in the rendered image. Still, the suspect illuminated terrain in the rendered image does not appear in the Kaguya images, some of the few images from this perspective. Two inset images illustrate both the 1997 radar DEM’s terrain (inset A) and the 2006 GSSR DEM’s terrain (inset B) for this area. The 1997 radar DEM does not include the suspect terrain (it is possible that it had already been filtered by Margot, et al.). Earth elevation at the time of data collection for each DEM was similar, so was not a cause of the terrain difference. Comparisons were also made with Clementine imagery and the Clementine stereo-imagery derived DEM and it was confirmed that the terrain was erroneous, so it was manually deleted. There may be other terrain that cannot be validated against imagery, but, due to time constraints, this paper focused on terrain near Shackleton Crater. In preparing the reduced-resolution version of the 2006 GSSR DEM, an averaging process similar to that used by Margot for the 1997 DEM was used. The method was to average a 15 by 15 block of high resolution data by averaging only the areal elements with non-null heights, and, if the percentage of areal elements with data was less than 75 percent, the entire area was deleted. The filtered, reduced resolution version (600 m by 600 m) of the 2006 GSSR DEM is shown in figure 2 (the figure is grey-scale with “0” equal to –6.13 km and “255” equal to 6.01 km). Note that for display in this paper, this DEM image was intended to depict the coverage area of the illumination maps; in performing illumination analysis, the entire DEM (not shown) is used. Also, in this DEM image and the subsequent illumination maps, the images have been sized to 150 percent to enhance legibility.

One main area of concern for lunar DEMs was the proper referencing of the data to an absolute height. Since it had been observed in references 1 and 2 that shadows could be cast for 100’s of kilometers at the poles for the worst lunar days, deviation of the absolute altitude as a function of latitude could cause significant differences in illumination. The various DEMs were based on derived absolute altitudes from Clementine laser ranging (LIDAR) data which was available only between 80° N and 80° S and whose processing and filtering illustrated that it had some accuracy issues. In addition, the LIDAR data was applied differently in each DEM which resulted in different absolute heights for similar locations. It was desirable to obtain independent absolute altitude data for the polar regions against which the DEMs could be compared and corrected. One such dataset was a collection of lunar limb profiles generated using telescopic terrestrial-based images. C.B. Watts (ref. 14) photographed hundreds of images of the Moon at various latitude and longitude libration angles and measured the limb profiles for all the images referenced to the center of the Moon for 0.2° increments of the Moon figure’s position.
angle. His estimate of the precision of his measurements was 200 m. A limitation of Watt’s work is an absence of limb data for the polar regions for latitude librations less than –1.0° (perhaps due to the high shadowing for the region during that period, which would make any reported limb heights of little value). DEMs were imported into a 3-D rendering engine and a rendering camera set up to match the orientation of the Earth based on the libration angle. In addition to the DEM, a model corresponding to the lunar limb profile was generated for the required libration orientations. The results of these comparisons show that the 1997 and 2006 radar DEMs have a good match with the lunar limb profiles, but the stereo-imagery DEM differed significantly, as noted previously in reference 2. The benefit of this limb comparison was to show that less work had to be performed on large regional height adjustments and more work could be focused on correcting possible smaller local height areas.

IV. Analysis Results

For this analysis, the worst case lunar south pole day (the lunar day in which the average solar elevation is a minimum for the lunar year) was analyzed for January 30, 1994 to March 2, 1994, the best case lunar south pole day was analyzed for July 28, 1994 to August 28, 1994. Because of the cyclic nature of the orbits, the worst or best case lunar days vary versus Earth day depending on the year, but, regardless, they have a similar illumination characteristics. The DEMs were assumed to have no error applied in terms of height and spatial placement. Average illumination is the sum of the illumination (partial or full illumination for each hour) for each hour of an entire lunar day divided by the number of hours in the lunar day. Energy storage duration is the net number of hours of energy required to attain an energy balance over a lunar day given an assumed recharge ratio. This ratio characterizes the energy generation-energy storage design and is used to avoid having to consider details of the power system design such as solar array size, solar array tracking methods, allowable energy storage depth of discharge, system/component efficiencies, operating power levels, system limitations/characteristics, and various maximum charge/discharge current levels. A “fast” recharge ratio of 0.25 means that it takes 1/4 hr to charge 1 hr of energy storage, an “medium” recharge ratio of 1.0 means it takes 1 hr to charge 1 hr of energy storage, and “slow” recharge ratio of 4.0 means it takes 4 hr to charge 1 hr of energy storage. Using the “fast” recharge rate approximates the maximum continuous shadowed period. In determining energy storage duration, for every time step (i.e., one Earth hour intervals) during the profile when there is full illumination, the illumination is divided by the recharge ratio and this amount is added to the cumulative total. For partial illumination or no illumination, the power system is assumed to discharge to maintain the nominal operating power level which would normally occur when there is full illumination.

A. Analysis Results: Tabulated Data

The process of generating illumination maps for this paper involved performing detailed illumination analysis for each non-blank DEM areal element. This resulted in tables of data that were sorted to be able to identify locations with high average illumination and low energy storage durations. In considering this data, note that the average illumination value of 50 percent and an energy storage duration of 355 hr are the nominal values for most latitudes beyond the lunar poles (assuming a perfect sphere), thus it is highly desirable to obtain more favorable values. Since 50 percent average illumination can be either one contiguous shadowed period or many smaller shadowed periods, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correlation between the two metrics.

Out of the ~120,000 sites analyzed in the reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM (i.e., only the areal elements shown in fig. 2), for the worst case lunar day there were 635 sites with over 50 percent average illumination, 67 sites over 60 percent, 1 site over 70 percent, and 0 sites over 80 percent. For the fast recharge energy storage duration, there were 21254 sites under 355 hr, 30 sites under 177 hr, and 3 sites under 88 hr. Table 1 lists the sites with under 172 hr for energy storage duration. Reference pixel locations are useful as a general guide to locating the sites in the DEM image. Site longitudes and latitudes are approximate. Figure 3 shows a map of these sites grouped by “Area”. These areas are similar...
to those found in reference 2 using the 1997 radar DEM. The pole is shown at the crossing of the two lines, with the Earth-side towards the top of the image.

For comparison with the high resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM, a high resolution site analogous to the first site in table 1 was analyzed resulting in 61 hr for fast recharge energy storage duration, 87 hr for medium recharge, 227 hr for slow recharge, and 57 percent average illumination for the worst case lunar day. These are similar to the reduced resolution DEM results, but it should be noted that the comparison of sites cannot be exact due to the size of the areas being compared (40- by 40-m versus 600- by 600-m).

B. Analysis Results: Illumination Maps

The average illumination maps for the reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM on the worst and best case lunar days (fig. 4 and 5) have a linear gray scale with 0 percent average illumination (0) and 100 percent average illumination (255). The energy storage duration maps (fig. 6 and 7) show a linear gray scale with 710 hr (0) and 0 hr (255). These are useful for a region-wide understanding of the illumination characteristics.

More detailed maps using the high resolution 2006 GSSR DEM (a version of DEM which has the previously discussed filtered terrain removed) are shown for Areas A, B, and C (figs. 8 to 10). Because the process is time-consuming, other south pole areas at this high resolution have yet to be analyzed. Shown from left-to-right (for Area A) and top-to-bottom (for Areas B and C) are contour maps of the fast recharge energy storage duration in hours, surface height in meters, and maximum absolute surface slope in degrees. The vertical distance for the Area A map is 4360 m and horizontal distance is 1320 m; Area B, 2240 by 2320 m; and Area C, 2240 by 1880 m. A grid showing the 40 m steps of the DEM data are shown for each figure. The maximum absolute surface slope metric is the absolute value of slope between the site and the eight areal elements around it. In calculating this metric, it is assumed that the height is at the center of the areal element and any height variations elsewhere within the areal element are neglected. This slope metric is an approximate measure of traversal difficulty for rovers, astronauts, or other moving or translating of equipment. Given the higher resolution of the 2006 GSSR DEM, using it to determine valid paths is more appropriate than with prior lower resolution DEMs. Absolute surface slopes greater than 20° are assumed to be undesirable. Since only the maximum absolute slope was presented here, it is possible that some path along lower absolute slope values can result in more acceptable routes (a subject for future work). Area A has a complex set of maximum absolute slopes with a relatively large acceptable region in the low energy storage duration zone. Favorable paths to other areas from Area A need to be examined in more detail. Area B has some low energy storage duration sites with greater than 20° maximum slopes and some lower with than 20°. Area C has a relatively benign set of maximum absolute surface slopes in the region of low energy storage duration.

C. Analysis Results: Illumination Profiles

Figure 11 shows the first site listed in table 1 (in Area A) along the Shackleton Crater rim. The term elevation refers to the angle of the terrain at the horizon or the Sun as measured from the tangent plane to the site under consideration (and not to ‘elevation’ such as ‘height’). This figure presents the Sun/horizon terrain elevation and illumination fraction as a function of time (power system designers can utilize this data easier this way). The illumination fraction profile has high values meaning fully illuminated, low values being fully shadowed, and a linear variation in between representing partial illumination. These profiles permit the reader to simulate a visual panning from the site and enable one to visualize the horizon as well as the Sun’s position relative to the horizon. Conversion of the horizontal axis into other units such as solar sublongitude or site azimuth can be performed using the site location and analysis time period. The illumination fraction assumes the viewer (or solar array) is facing directly at the Sun. No reflected energy or albedo is included in this fraction. No shadowing due to locally deployed hardware (e.g., other solar arrays) or eclipses due to the Earth at the site (1 to 1.7 hr full, 1 to 3.9 hr partial, up to three times per year) are included in these results. The illumination fraction and sun elevation profiles are
shown for the worst lunar day. Both the reduced resolution DEM and high resolution DEM profiles are shown. These horizon terrain profiles seem fairly close, except for a time period from 150 to 200 hr, which is an artifact of the averaging process.

D. Analysis Results: Ancillary Shadowing Information

Figure 12 shows a white line on the 2006 GSSR background radar backscatter image which spatially depicts the horizon terrain as viewed from the Shackleton Rim site. The light colored (yellow) dots highlight the terrain which is shadowing the site during the worst case lunar day (a shadow is defined here as >50 percent illumination blockage each time step). The red dot indicates the south pole. Figure 13 shows the heights and distance of the shadowing terrain, with light colored dots highlighting the worst case shadowing terrain as in the previous figure. Figure 14 shows the annual variation of average illumination and energy storage duration for the primary Area A site. For each of these figures, the high resolution, filtered 2006 JPL GSSR DEM is used. It is apparent from this data that nearby terrain is contributing significant shadowing. Because of this, it is critical that this local terrain be validated against independent imagery. As an example of this, initial illumination analysis results of this particular site using the 2006 GSSR DEM showed, prior to any filtering of the DEM heights, that the anomalously high terrain plateaus would have contributed to a fast recharge energy storage duration being 156 hr instead of the much more favorable 61 hr.

E. Comparison with Past Data

Reference 2 used the 1997 radar DEM to generate illumination maps and identify promising sites. These results indicated that locations relatively higher than their adjacent terrain along the edge of the Shackleton Crater had relatively low energy storage durations and high average illumination. After working with the high resolution 2006 GSSR DEM, it was clear that using Earth-based radar involves a number of uncertainties and processing errors that were not obvious, by inspection, in the 1997 radar DEM. For the 2006 GSSR DEM, filtering was performed to attempt to remove such errors, but they still required manual comparisons with imagery to eliminate questionable terrain. One such 2006 GSSR DEM artifact that the height error filtering removed was erroneous heights between contiguous regions of terrain and missing regions of terrain. Rather than an expected drop off between the two regions, generally the 2006 DEM exhibited a minor, but very noticeable, upward step of terrain along the edge. No imagery was found to validate these plateau-like steps and they seem physically unlikely. However, since these steps of terrain corresponded to high height error, with an appropriate value of height error being used as the filter, the steps were eliminated. For the 1997 radar DEM, no such height error data files exist, so it is possible that some promising sites found in reference 2 could be similar “steps” along the edge of the terrain.

V. Future Work

After a comprehensive evaluation of the data and further manual editing and filtering, high resolution illumination maps will be generated using the 2006 JPL GSSR DEM. Versions of these analyses must include a merging of all DEMs (1997 radar DEM and Clementine stereo-imagery DEMs) to cover areas of the south pole region not visible in the 2006 GSSR DEM which may have shadow casting terrain. Validation of these DEMs must be made by comparison with imagery. This has been shown to be necessary for all DEMs of the lunar polar regions.

Complementing the DEM approach, it is hoped that analyses of SMART-1 imagery of the lunar polar regions for the entire year, especially for the worst case lunar day, will be published by other researchers. On-going and future surface radar and image mapping lunar missions will provide added temporal/spatial coverage and improved resolution. Imaging results obtained by the Terrain Camera of the JAXAs Kaguya spacecraft have proven useful in validating the 2006 GSSR DEM. Digital terrain models (i.e., stereo-
imagery DEMs) from the Terrain Camera should be generally available in late 2009. Annual coverage of the Terrain Camera combined with Earth-based radar DEMs should provide definitive DEMs for polar illumination analyses until the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter becomes operational.

**Conclusion**

This paper has presented maps of average illumination and energy storage hours for the lunar south pole generated using an independently developed computer program and a reduced resolution version of the 2006 GSSR DEM. Specific site tables of favorable locations have been presented, along with comparisons of illumination profiles for high and reduced resolution 2006 GSSR DEMs. High resolution maps of key potential operational areas depicting the fast recharge (~minimum) energy storage duration, surface height, and maximum absolute surface slope are presented to assist spacecraft designers. Analytical illumination analysis, as opposed to traditional imagery analysis, enables the definition, location, and quantification of the shadow-inducing terrain for the worst-case energy storage periods. The sun/shade times depicted by the illumination profiles and the estimates of energy storage duration provide useful engineering data enabling the detailed analysis and design of various lunar polar based systems. All of this data can be used in mission/route planning/operations, rover/lander design, and power/thermal system design. These results, and subsequent follow-on activities, allow for the determination of feasible missions and architectures for long-term deployments at the lunar south pole.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Height (km)</th>
<th>Latitude (deg)</th>
<th>Longitude (deg)</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Slow (hrs)</th>
<th>Medium (hrs)</th>
<th>Fast (hrs)</th>
<th>Average Illumination %</th>
<th>Energy Storage Duration Average Illumination %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-89.75</td>
<td>205.56</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-89.72</td>
<td>207.47</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-89.73</td>
<td>203.75</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-89.74</td>
<td>209.48</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-89.76</td>
<td>211.76</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-89.44</td>
<td>220.71</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-89.64</td>
<td>197.45</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-89.66</td>
<td>198.43</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-89.69</td>
<td>204.15</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-89.65</td>
<td>201.50</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-89.43</td>
<td>222.21</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-89.42</td>
<td>220.91</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-89.67</td>
<td>202.75</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-88.62</td>
<td>126.20</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-89.47</td>
<td>220.49</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-89.46</td>
<td>219.14</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-88.84</td>
<td>126.77</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-88.81</td>
<td>126.96</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-88.81</td>
<td>126.65</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-88.83</td>
<td>125.43</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-88.79</td>
<td>126.40</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-89.40</td>
<td>222.34</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-89.68</td>
<td>199.54</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-89.47</td>
<td>217.50</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-89.48</td>
<td>218.83</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-89.39</td>
<td>223.70</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>-88.78</td>
<td>125.86</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-89.42</td>
<td>223.64</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table lists sites with fast recharge energy storage duration < 172 hr (sorted by worst case lunar day fast recharge energy storage duration).
Figure 1.—Critical shadow casting terrain comparison of Kaguya images versus 2006 GSSR DEM rendered image. The upper Kaguya HDTV image from November 7, 2007; the lower Kaguya HDTV image is from December 4, 2007. The center right image is a rendering of the 2006 GSSR DEM. Inset image A is the 1997 radar DEM near Shackleton Crater. Inset image B is the same area in the 2006 GSSR DEM.
Figure 2.—Lunar south pole filtered, reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM.

Figure 3.—Areas requiring under 172 hr energy storage duration (fast recharge) for the worst case lunar day using the reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM. Horizontal and vertical lines indicate the south pole.
Figure 4.—Lunar south pole average illumination (worst case lunar day, reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM).

Figure 5.—Lunar south pole average illumination (best case lunar day, reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM).
Figure 6.—Lunar south pole energy storage duration (worst case lunar day, reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM).

Figure 7.—Lunar south pole energy storage duration (best case lunar day, reduced resolution 2006 JPL GSSR DEM).
Figure 8.—High resolution 2006 GSSR DEM illumination analysis of Area A. Left: Fast recharge energy storage duration map (hr), Middle: surface height map (m), Right: maximum absolute slope map (degrees). Horizontal size=1320 m, Vertical size=4360 m. Grid=40 m increments.
Figure 9.—High resolution 2006 GSSR DEM illumination analysis of Area B. Top: Fast recharge energy storage duration map (hr), Middle: surface height map (m), Bottom: maximum absolute slope map (degrees). Horizontal size=2320 m, Vertical size=2240 m. Grid=40 m increments.
Figure 10.—High resolution 2006 GSSR DEM illumination analysis of Area C. Top: Fast recharge energy storage duration map (hr), Middle: surface height map (m), Bottom: maximum absolute slope map (degrees). Horizontal size=1880 m, Vertical size=2240 m. Grid=40 m increments.
Figure 11.—Elevation and illumination profiles for the south pole site in Area A (worst case lunar day).

Figure 12.—Shadowing terrain for worst case lunar day for the south pole site.
Figure 13.—Shadowing terrain heights for the south pole site.

Figure 14.—Annual variation of average illumination and energy storage duration for the south pole site.
This paper presents illumination analyses using the latest Earth-based radar digital elevation model (DEM) of the lunar south pole and an independently developed analytical tool. These results enable the optimum sizing of solar/energy storage lunar surface power systems since they quantify the timing and durations of illuminated and shadowed periods. Filtering and manual editing of the DEM based on comparisons with independent imagery were performed and a reduced resolution version of the DEM was produced to reduce the analysis time. A comparison of the DEM with lunar limb imagery was performed in order to validate the absolute heights over the polar latitude range, the accuracy of which affects the impact of long range, shadow-casting terrain. Average illumination and energy storage duration maps of the south pole region are provided for the worst and best case lunar day using the reduced resolution DEM. Average illumination fractions and energy storage durations are presented for candidate low energy storage duration south pole sites. The best site identified using the reduced resolution DEM required a 62 hr energy storage duration using a fast recharge power system. Solar and horizon terrain elevations as well as illumination fraction profiles are presented for the best identified site and the data for both the reduced resolution and high resolution DEMs compared. High resolution maps for three low energy storage duration areas are presented showing energy storage duration for the worst case lunar day, surface height, and maximum absolute surface slope.